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After stopping a serial killer and shutting down an interstate human trafficking ring, Sloan Jordan is
ready for a break. But back at home in Asheville, her problems have only just begun.The
supernatural world has taken an interest in her, and strange things are happening. Her powers are
multiplying, sheâ€™s plagued by vivid nightmares, and a deranged young woman, babbling an
unknown language, has been detained by police. The only clue to her identityâ€”Sloanâ€™s name
carved into her arm.If that wasn't enough, the FBI has launched a full-scale investigation into her
private life, believing Sloan might not be as innocent as she claims.With her boyfriend, Warren
Parish, deployed with the Marine Corps, Sloan is left in the protection of Detective Nathan
McNamara. And their complicated friendship is about to be tested. Sloan has a secretâ€¦one that
could turn even Nathan against her forever.
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There are no words for how much I enjoyed 'Angel of Death', but I will find some for my review. The
book continues right from where "The Siren' left off. Sloan is going to her OB/GYN appointment to
confirm her suspicion and struggles with how to tell her Dad and...Nathan. Also, she is trying to

figure out her new powers (the really cool ones that developed once she became pregnant). The
first part of the book lays the groundwork for the strife that Sloan will go through when she finds out
her life is in danger ("Molly, you in danger, girl') from her birth mother and her crew, and that the FBI
has her in their crosshairs for what happened in Texas. Remember how much Sloan hated being at
the jail? Well, let's just say she will spend more time there than she ever imagined. Luckily, some
amazing, magical characters are introduced (one who is incredibly scary looking and one who looks
really familiar) that help her navigate through the chaos that her life has become. The book ends
with some hope (which was absolutely necessary after all that Sloan endures), but also with one hell
of cliffhanger. Elicia Hyder is great with leaving you wanting more.This book has action, romance,
jealousy, the paranormal, suspense, and quite a few answers to some of the questions we were left
with from the 'The Siren'. Elicia Hyder sure does know how to spin a yarn and I cannot wait for the
next book.P.S. - I know I didn't mention anything of the rivalry between Nathan and Warren in my
review above (it is resolved in this book - thank you Elicia), but I am still #TeamWarren and also
#TeamMinimalSpoilers. ;)

A good finish from this book even if we are left open to other events happening. Evil doesn't
disappear overnight so I am happy to see another book. However the female lead has to grow up a
little more as her to and fro behaviour and the use of the word whining began a path to the reader's
head that could prove annoying. It is saved by the easy flow of writing and once again the overall
appeal of our trio and the novel idea of the angels and their roles in our lives. Very enjoyable..

If you liked the first two books in the series (Soul Summoner and Siren), then you will thoroughly
enjoy Angel of Death. In it Hyder answers so many questions. Things like:1. Who was Abigail
hanging out with that she got a headache?2. What's Sloan going to do about the baby? Tell her
friends? Her Dad? Nathan?3. How're things in the love triangle now that Warren is away and
Nathan stayed home to play?4. Why'd the Marines reactivate Warren?And so much more. Plus we
get more time with Adrianne, Sloan's BFF, who has some juicy scenes and a hot new love
interest.Every time I thought I knew what was coming, Hyder would wrap a twist in that shocked,
surprised, or had me yell, "No. Way." As if that weren't enough (and not being able to predict
normally is enough), she added some new characters who mix things up in unexpected ways.But I'll
tell you again what I said in the beginning, if you liked the first 2 books, you will be hard pressed not
to read Angel of Death in a single sitting. Sure it's longer than the previous books. It's also just
better.I received an ARC (Advanced Reader Copy) in exchange for an honest review.

This review will be short because I stayed up WAY too late finishing this book. I've read these things
back to back to back, so fast that I don't recall whether I downloaded them or downloaded them for
free in exchange for a review. Either is possible. They are great reads. I enjoyed them thoroughly
and, contrary to the opinion of some reviewers, find the tension between the two heroes and the
attraction of the heroine to both to be one of the more appealing aspects of the book. Each man
appealed to something in her. She had (what?) to offer them, but they had plenty to offer her. And,
with difficulty, she kept her lines clear. Who of us could say the same?

I could not wait to get into story 3; couldn't wait to get back into this quirky story that takes me back
home to Asheville. I had to force myself to slow my reading, so that I could really enjoy it and not
miss details.This one is much more creepy than its predecessors. And has many more of those
'edge of your seat moments'. I just love this cast of characters, and these newbies are so easy to
fall for. Taiya is so strange, and scary, but so sweet and loveable at the same time. She's like that
gross stray kitty you can't help but take in. I literally have doubts about Azrael until the final chapter,
and I'm pulling for a Nathan Sloan relationship until the last page. I'm in it until the very last book, so
I'm really hoping it goes on for a while (and that they continue to be released quickly). Love, love my
favorite character, the city of Asheville; and I'm hoping she'll stick around for the remainder of the
series as well!

I absolutely LOVED this entire series! The Angel of Death was exciting I loved how you brought
Warrens father into the story. I was on the edge of my seat thru all 3 books.... but The Angel of
Death had my heart racing thru most of the book .... and the escape scene......brilliant! I loved all
your characters and most of all I thought the ending was just chilling!!!!!!!! I even gasped and started
laughing because I was so tickled on the last sentence of the book... So clever.. I dont want to give
it away so im keeping it as few words I can... If you are trying to decide jif you should read this book
or even the series ....do yourself a favor and read all of them them they are all worth it.
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